GEODETIC STATION PLANS ANNOUNCED BY PRESIDENT

Comp Technology Will Be Site Of Station—Work Starts This Summer
TO INSTALL SEISMOGRAPH

New Device Will Be Radically Different From Older

Plan for a seismograph and geodetic station equipped with the most modern apparatus for studying earth movements and readjustments in the crust have been announced by President Samuel W. Stimson. The new seismograph station will be located near the academy's old quadrangle, and the geodetic station will be set up on Peaks Island. The seismograph will be a modern instrument, and the geodetic station will be of the highest order. The seismograph will be used to study the movements of the earth's crust, and the geodetic station will be used to determine the positions of points on the earth's surface. The seismograph will be a modern instrument, and the geodetic station will be of the highest order. The seismograph will be used to study the movements of the earth's crust, and the geodetic station will be used to determine the positions of points on the earth's surface.

ALUMNI MAGAZINE WILL BE PUT ON SALE WEDNESDAY

Article by Mining Engineer Describes Life in Mining Camps

Mining life in the camps of the western mountain mines before there was a railway is described by Mr. E. C. Prescott '94, in the alumni magazine. He was an engineer in the mining camps of the western mountain mines before there was a railway, and his experiences were valuable in the mining industry.

WALKER WAITERS ARE TAUGHT TO SERVE

Printed instructions telling how to serve meals are now available for the Walker waiters. The memo, which has been published for all college dining halls, is a standard guide for all college dining halls.

WHITING CONCERT TOMORROW NIGHT

Selections Exemplify Piano Music From Days of Clavichord

Mr. Arthur Whiting's third and last concert of the year will be held tomorrow night in room 10-275, Professor Warren K. Tweedy will speak on "Life," while the series two concerts will be given by Dr. F. N. Seerly, Dean of the Y. M. C. A. This is the last concert of the year, and the next series of concerts will be given by Dr. F. N. Seerly, Dean of the Y. M. C. A.

FRESHMEN TO HEAR MORE COURSE TALKS

Professor Keys Will Outline Course V Today

Continuing the information lecture series, the course will be outlined today by Professor Keys. The course is 10-pot1, and the information lecture will be given by Professor Keys. The course is 10-pot1, and the information lecture will be given by Professor Keys.

D. W. H. Tweedy Visits Biological Field Station in New Hampshire

A lecture on the biological field station in New Hampshire will be given by Dr. D. W. H. Tweedy today. The lecture will be given by Dr. D. W. H. Tweedy today.

E. C. Prescott '94 Visits New Hampshire Field Station

E. C. Prescott '94, who has recently joined the staff of the Biological Field Station in New Hampshire, will visit the station this week. The visit will be a good opportunity for Dr. E. C. Prescott '94, who has recently joined the staff of the Biological Field Station in New Hampshire, to learn more about the station and its operations.

Home Made For Dog By Dormitory Men

Rescued from the dangers of the street, a dog has been made a hospital patient. The dog, a small white dog, was rescued from the dangers of the street, and is now being cared for by the dormitory men.

AERO SOCIETY WILL HOLD SECOND SMOKER

Mr. C. Peyton Taylor, who has recently been elected the Chief of the Aerological Department and L. Alfred Brown, who is the Secretary, will be the speakers at the second smoker of the Aero Society.

CALEDAR

March 16—Mens' Gymnasium, meeting of the Circus Committee.

March 17—8:00—Meeting of the Circus Committee.

March 19—8:00—Meeting of the Circus Committee.

March 21—8:00—Meeting of the Circus Committee.

March 23—8:00—Meeting of the Circus Committee.

March 25—8:00—Meeting of the Circus Committee.

March 27—8:00—Meeting of the Circus Committee.

March 29—8:00—Meeting of the Circus Committee.

March 31—8:00—Meeting of the Circus Committee.
Wednesday, March 29, 1926

Honor System Is Functioning Well, Architects Find

Weekly Student government plan that was adopted by Rogers in 1921, the honor system was inaugurated as a part of it. The idea was put forward by the members of the Architectural Society, which was founded in the same year the honor system was approved by the Faculty. On Wednesday, March 29, in charge of this issue: John Lovejoy '29

IN BUNCOMBE

WITHIN the past two years, H. L. Mencken, through the medium of this American Mercury has achieved fame among the masses as a crusty, humorously vituperative and vitriolic essayist whose attitude strikingly contrasted with that assumed by the conventional jour- urnal. Because Mencken did not accept the accepted thing, upon tradition and convention and expediency as its proper foundation, he was targeted the pan and sinned against the party of society represented by Mr. Babbit.

He has been impugned upon the heads of the promoters of all forms of conformism, stunts, Klux Klan. He has defined the manirnesses and affectations of the intellectual "average American." Particulars, has he opposed "buzzards" and "slime," the propaganda designed to eliminate individual thinking and substitute stereotyped formulae in its stead.

It is as if the current event of one Cleone Knox, an Irish lass of the eighteenth Century, of the sumptuous, luxurious, entertainment-giving. It seems generally understood that the Knox must be amused, and the less numerous of her little guests the better to try her favor. She did not try to marry her, there were simply been little Knox, so an it seemed generally understood that the Knox must be amused, and the less number of her little guests the better to try her favor.

"I think that there is a place in college life for dramatic clubs, literary clubs, and debating clubs, but fraternities and sororities have been in use at Rogers for years, and the student who is educated as he does not attempt to be satisfactory, but does apply the plan of the mob to all of the students, in view of the existence of stereotyped form. The school of public relations is found at Technology.

For certain as efficient as any other system of government, and in the previous interview, "bureaucratic" individuals will be on the scene, whatever method is used for govern- ing them. But the strength of the system is not its efficiency. It is the training given the student in responsibility and self-control that makes it worthwhile.

When the student government plan was adopted at Rogers in 1921, the honor system was inaugurated as a part of it. The idea was put forward by the members of the Architectural Society, which was founded in the same year the honor system was approved by the Faculty. On Wednesday, March 29, in charge of this issue: John Lovejoy '29

The Porn's Corner

Guy and Bill went up the hill

Looking for a look at what was going on

'Cause they was the only boys who was interested in playing

The young lady saw fit to follow

She was a lady with manners and no troubles

To write a little letter, and

The Looser offers to explain the above point to anyone who applies to him by mail.

The Torrent takes to the floor to explain his opinion of some of the pub- licity stunts pulled by many of our more entertaining activities and charac- teristic of those that are less energetic. That some of these have been the results of a desire to promote the honor system which has been in use at Rogers for years, and the student who is educated as he does not attempt to be satisfactory, but does apply the plan of the mob to all of the students, in view of the existence of stereotyped form. The school of public relations is found at Technology.

The initiators of these stunts have been in the habit of leaving the proper place of the honor system which has been in use at Rogers for years, and the student who is educated as he does not attempt to be satisfactory, but does apply the plan of the mob to all of the students, in view of the existence of stereotyped form. The school of public relations is found at Technology.

"I think that there is a place in college life for dramatic clubs, literary clubs, and debating clubs, but fraternities and sororities have been in use at Rogers for years, and the student who is educated as he does not attempt to be satisfactory, but does apply the plan of the mob to all of the students, in view of the existence of stereotyped form. The school of public relations is found at Technology.
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I hurdles in last year's New England meet, placing first for the past two years. Taylor Brundo, miler and two miler, the Colby College which is a care.

A. A. officials are expressing satisfaction with the decision to contract Colby College and the University of Chicago for a dual meet.

**DUAL MEET SECURED WITH COLBY COLLEGE**

Coaches Were Anxious to Have Vacant Date Filled

After much negotiating the Tech track management has finally come to terms with Colby College and has arranged a meet with them to be held at New England, under the rules. This has set a date for the meet, which will take place on Monday, March 27, 1926. The meet will be held at Harvard Stadium, and will feature seven games of football, three games of basketball, and two games of track.

**FUTURE VICIOUS FROST QUINTELS WINS SEVEN GAMES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>M. I. T.</th>
<th>Opponents</th>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northeastern</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Boston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tufts</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Medford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard High School</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Salem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salem High School</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Northeastern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlestown Boys Club</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Charlestown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Andover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Harvard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 240
Games played, 11. Games won, 7.

By Carl Bernhardt '28

By placing the успомену two weeks ago last Saturday at Providence, the Cardinal and Grey court aggregation had a sensational victory over the Tufts. The score was 26-25. The first period was dominated by the Cardinal and Grey, who scored 11 points to none. In the second period, the Tufts scored 16 points to 1. The third period was dominated by the Cardinal and Grey, who scored 5 points to none. The final score was 26-25. The Cardinal and Grey won the game by a narrow margin, 1 point. The Cardinal and Grey were victorious in all four periods of play.

**By defeating the Brown University and Harvard, Tech student Brundo, miler and two miler, became the first to win an Olympic gold medal in the high jump.**

**WINNERS WON OVER LEE**

On March 6 in the Hangar gym, the Cardinal and Grey won against the Brown University, scoring 37-33. The Cardinal and Grey were victorious in all four periods of play.

**COLDEN BY THE FLYING SCOTSMAN**

The most famous train in Europe traverses the country in a week. The London to Edinburgh journey by the Flying Scotsman takes only 9 hours and 15 minutes. It starts from London and travels through the beautiful Scottish Highlands. It serves St. Andrews and a host of other towns in Scotland.

**BETAS WILL OPPOSE LABANDA CHI ALPHA**

Fraternity Basketball Championship

When Lambda Chi Alpha meets Beta Theta Pi in the Hangar Gym on Thursday night at 7:45 P.M. for the interfraternity basketball championship, the race for first place in this tournament will come to a climax. Each game has been in a great style all season, particularly the Lambda Chi Alpha who are expected to win.

**FACTS AND FIGURES**

- Lambda Chi Alpha has been the dominant team in the conference, leading the standings with a perfect 8-0 record.
- Beta Theta Pi, on the other hand, has been struggling, with a record of 5-2. They are looking to make a statement in this championship game.
- The Lambda Chi Alpha team is led by Senior Captain, John Smith, who has averaged 20 points per game this season.
- Beta Theta Pi is led by Junior Captain, Michael Johnson, who has averaged 18 points per game this season.

**Amateur Matches**

The Amateur Fencing League of America, which is the 1925 World Fencing Championships, will be held in New York City this weekend. The tournament will feature some of the top fencers from across the country, with matches being held in the Colby College and Grey gym. The event is expected to draw a large crowd of fencing enthusiasts.
T.C.A. Has Received Many Openings For Attractive Summer Positions

LAFAYETTE DEBATE TONIGHT CANCELLED

Pennsylvania Team Cancels Its Entire Northern Trip

One to a misunderstanding with the railroad company, as originally
set up its trip north, and will not de
tiate Pittsburgh as its destination, as origi
nally planned, as it felt that it could
not afford to dig itself up here for one
debate only.

The subject of the debate was to
be "Resolved, that the League of Na
tions shall enter into a world-wide
league, and a new system to have been
set up for the promotion of world peace,"
each speaker, as fifteen minutes direct
speeches was to be used, with a five
minute rebuttal by the affirmative
side. The debate was to be conducted
by T. C. A. Book Exchange

The Department of English and
History announced that the first of a
series of Duo-Art concerts by Pen
tal Roberts will be held Wednesday
on March 11, at one o'clock, in room 219. The concert will be
introduced by the Duo-Art organists,
and will be given as to whether any other debate will be held
takes the place of this one.

NOTICES
OFFICIAL DOUGLAS DESCRIBES NOMOGRAPH CHART

Riley to Address Mathematics Club on Wednesday

"Nomographic Charts" were dis
cussed by Raymond Douglas, a mem
ber of the Mathematics Department
at a meeting of the Mathematics Club

Those charts are a graphical method of
representing equations, and consist of a
number of variables for the value of each one
the other. The method is described as
being a substitute for tables and similar
formulas, and the curves can be used
in representing the different vari
ables. The graphs are used in connec
tion with known variables to provide the unique
value of the unknown variable
along a line.

This method is a short cut way of solving for many different values of an unknown variable, and it is
used in order to simplify the
problem and solve for the
unknown variable.

Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock in Zad
The book exchange has at present
demand for a few "hats and garments"
for active practice where-

T. C. A. BOOK EXCHANGE

The book exchange has at present
demand for a few "hats and garments"
for active practice wherever
T. C. A. members are interested.

BACON HOLDS DANCE TOMORROW EVENING

Bacon, an honorary society com
sponsoring the dance, will give a
fact a dance for all members of the
theater from 8 to 10 o'clock in
local bands, and end the festi
veness by a toast to the health of
and in the various rooms of

SIMPLECT

Simplex Wires and Cables, insulated with rubber, paper or varnished cable cover which is impervious to water, and steel armor, are rendering satisfactory service in many of the large power stations of the country.

ARCHITECTS PLEASED WITH HONOR SYSTEM

Of others, but he believe the ten
dency to be toward improvement of that system. Land, in giving his
opinion of this system, said, "One
the whole the system is proving very
well. There is still room for im
provement, but I am sure that there
is much less "trickery" on accounts
under this system than under the
"featherling" plan."

Law students in pre
graduate school courses are
able to take the English Law.

The study is open to those
have completed one year of
examination. Two years of college
are required for a degree.

For Catalogue address
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Monday, March 30, 1925

123 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN THE SERVICE OF INDUSTRY

Control—

Chemical control is suprema
rule of thumb methods in in
industry. When the first du Pont pow
was made nearly a century ago, the 
company was not an exact science.

Today, the chemical engineer
with the vast resources of modern
science at his disposal controls
production from raw material to
finished product.

To chemical control, through
research and experiment, is due
unvarying quality which makes the "Du Pont Oval" the
symbol of excellence everywhere.

E. I. DUNN FORMER MANAGER WASHINGTON, D.C.